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Chapter 17 

Verse 20  

 

In this verse, Lord Krishna delineates the three-fold divisions of daanam or charity. To give 

in charity to worthy recipients is one’s duty. Those who give such charity without the 

slightest inclination for any reciprocal return are those situated in sattva guna, the mode of 

goodness. Such aspirants will offer daanam at an auspicious place (such as Kurukshetra 

where Lord Krishna spoke the Bhagavad-Gita or anywhere along the banks of the holy 

rivers such as Ganga, Jamuna, Godavari, Narmada, Kaveri, etc.). They will offer daanam at 

an auspicious time (such as during a solar eclipse or the holy day of Ekadashi, the 11th lunar 

day in both the waxing and waning moon cycle). They will offer daanam to auspicious and 

learned personalities (such as brahmanas endowed with knowledge of the Vedic scriptures) 

or they will offer daanam to a temple of the Lord involved in promoting the Sanatan 

Dharma. These are all daanam situated in sattva guna. The word patre means a qualified 

person. It can be any person, who can reveal the conclusive truths of the Vedic scriptures 

and save one from samsara, the perpetual cycle of birth and death. 

 

Verse 21 

 

In this verse, Lord Krishna explains the daanam or charity that is given in raja guna, the 

mode of passion. The daanam that is given reluctantly, that is given grudgingly, and that is 
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given with the desire of receiving something in return or that is given with the hope of 

gaining a reward in this or next life, is known to be situated in raja guna.  

 

Verse 22 
 

In this verse, Lord Krishna describes the features of the daanam in the tama guna or the 

mode of nescience. The daanam which is given at an improper place (such as a city where 

cows are slaughtered or which is inhabited by degraded and unrighteous people), or the 

daanam that is given at an improper time (such as the 48 minutes of twilight during sunset 

or during the astrological influence of the nakshatras or stars Ashlesha, Jyeshtha and 

Moola), or the daanam that is given to unworthy recipients (such as charlatans, fools, 

pretenders, etc.), or the daanam given in an insulting, complacent or pretentious manner 

even if given to a worthy recipient at a proper time and place, or the daanam given without 

due respects, honors and etiquettes, is considered to be in the tama guna, the mode of 

ignorance. 

 

Verse 23 

 

In this verse, Lord Krishna discourses on the modalities of performance of prescribed duties 

and the activities that are required to be performed by mentioning OM TAT SAT which is 

veritably the transcendental sound vibration and names of the Supreme Lord in His 

abstract form. OM TAT SAT is renowned by the spiritually cognizant as the three-fold 

manifestation of the Brahman the spiritual substratum that pervades all existence, 

representing potencies of the Supreme Lord Krishna. This is well established from the Vedic 

scriptures such as Taittiriya Upanisad I:VIII:I, beginning “om iti brahman, om iti 

sarvam”, which states: OM is synonymous with the Brahman. OM is understood to be the 

vibratory cause and spiritual substance of existence. OM is the transcendental sound 

vibration chanted before commencing every Vedic activity. TAT also is synonymous with the 

Brahman as it signifies infallible, perfection and auspiciousness. SAT is as well synonymous 

with the Brahman for it denotes the ultimate reality containing all realities. These three 

designations--OM TAT SAT--are profusely praised to exemplify that they have the potency 

to redeem and rectify any defects made while performing yajnas or acts of propitiation and 

worship to the Supreme Lord Krishna or any of His incarnations and expansions as revealed 

in Vedic scriptures. These three-fold designations were manifested by the Supreme Lord to 

represent the Brahmanas, the Vedas and the Vedic yagnas. OM represented the Brahmanas, 

TAT represents the Vedic scriptures and SAT represents the performance of Vedic yajnas 

for the satisfaction of the Supreme Lord. Therefore, the three words OM TAT SAT are 

paramount in creation and eternally praiseworthy. 

 


